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Introduction

Maj. Gen. Albert (Bert) Stubblebine (US Army, Ret.) is the President of the Natural Solutions Foundation, [www.DrRimaTruthReports.com](http://www.DrRimaTruthReports.com), and a careful student of history. His forté and area of specialization in the US Military was Intelligence and he became one of the most innovative Intelligence Chiefs in Army history, inducted into the Intelligence Hall of Fame for his strategic total redesign of US Army Intelligence architecture. This series of essays was begun in late 2014 and continued into mid-2015. It is offered as a Natural Solutions Foundation eBook due to its timely warnings and powerful call to action. Jade Helm is Agenda 21 in action and Agenda 21 is superseded on September 23, 2015 by Agenda 2030, The Globalist Elite’s *Final Solution to your Health, Freedom and Survival* – see: [www.TruthAboutAgenda21.com](http://www.TruthAboutAgenda21.com)

This essay series commenced prior to the Jade Helm 15 military exercise, about which General Bert has stated:

> Jade Helm 15 is part of the final planning and preparation for Martial Law in America and citizen-patriots are right to ‘observe it’ in spite of the ban on media coverage as Texans are organizing to do. Northern Command has been preparing for full North American military, economic and political domination for years before the current exercise. All citizens-patriots should pay careful attention to Jade Helm 15 and consider it a ‘training exercise’ for troops to dominate us, but also as an opportunity for us to learn how to deal with Martial Law.

> US Troops have taken an oath to defend the Constitution of the United States. It is important that each of us, whenever the opportunity arises, to thank the troops for their diligent support and protection of the Constitution, reminding them that they are us and we are not the enemy. And remember to thank the troops for training with you!"


**Special Feature: General Bert on Matt Navarro Program:**

*Seeking Truth; Speaking Truth*

[https://youtu.be/6sn15GwvFUI](https://youtu.be/6sn15GwvFUI)

General Bert, completely familiar with how exercises like this are planned, makes it clear that that Northern Command has been preparing for full North American military, economic and political integration for several years before the current exercise.
PART ONE
An Elite at War with the World - Part 1
World War Three Has Begun...
Globalists Have Declared War on the Planet and Your Genes.
Our Battle Plan Here

Short Link to this Article: http://drrimatruthreports.com/?p=21662

The Third World War has already begun. It is, like the Cold War, a war waged mostly by covert means. As a former intelligence officer, it is the type of war I know best. And I can clearly see it starting.

It's not just a Weather War, mediated by HAARP, Chem-Trails, Geoeengineering and other weather-modification systems, though it is clear that events like the disastrous California drought, Hurricane Katrina, the Buffalo Super-Blizzard and other anomalous weather patterns were not natural occurrences.

It is not just a war waged against the human genome – “Genocide” as I have termed it -- though industrial toxins and the novel, DNA-damaging proteins of GMO factory-agriculture, spread across thousands of square miles of North America are leading to unprecedented levels of chronic disease, especially among the young, and to the threat of Famine in America.

It's not just a War Against our Health waged with toxic vaccines and dangerous prescription drugs -- though they kill many hundreds of thousands every year.

It is not just the Weaponized Diseases, like Ebola, though this is a present and constantly emerging, danger.

And it's not just about Megadeath, though depopulation is central to the plan: http://www.truthandaction.org/un-official-make-every-effort-depopulate-planet/

It is all of these together that constitute what I've called "the perfect storm of malignant oscillations" weaponizing the earth against human survival -- the depopulationists’ dream.

And added to that, consider, "China and one or two others” can shut down the U.S. electric grids and other critical infrastructures and is performing electronic reconnaissance on a regular basis, said NSA director Admiral Michael Rogers..."*

Yes, the third, and perhaps most deadly, World War has begun. And the enemy is us.

Consider: what does a population need during a war? We offer Natural Solutions

Shelter
Food
Water
Medicine
Honest Medium of Exchange
Communications

Natural Solutions Foundation is determined to bring to you, our partners in private, expressive association, what you need to know to meet these needs and survive these times.

The Best Solutions Are Always Natural Solutions

Some are as advanced as CBDs; some as simple as nutrient Nano Silver 10 PPM; some as sophisticated as Micro Gold; and some as complex as enhancing international trade in organic and non-GMO foods from the Deep South to the Northern Hemisphere.

I have dedicated the last 67 years of my life to freedom. And I have dedicated the last decade of that time to YOUR health freedom. Now I am asking you to dedicate a little time to taking, and sharing, eight powerful actions that can turn the deadly tide in our favor.

1. Protect Your Right to Refuse Any Vaccine or Treatment You Do Not Want. Contact the FDA here, http://TinyURL.com/InformedConsentPetition, to demand FDH protect your right to Informed Consent in conformity with National and International Law and share this powerful initiative as widely as you can.

2. Secure, Sign and Carry Your Personal Assertion of Informed Consent Rights here, www.DrRimaTruthReports.com/AdvanceVaccineDirective, in conformity with the directive of the Supreme Court of the United States which states that unless the Right to Informed Consent is asserted, it is deemed to be waived. Make sure each member of your family has this document on their person and share this option with everyone you can reach.


4. Get Real Vaccine Information here, http://TinyURL.com/MaydayMarathon, when you download this 16 hour Vaccine Truth Marathon with an international faculty and bonus videos, etc., all designed to share the truth that is being hidden from you: there are no safe or effective vaccines.

5. Take, and share, this electronic Action Item, http://TinyURL.com/DontStopNanoSilver, to demand that the FDA halt its deadly opposition to Nutrient Nano Silver in the face of the boots-on-the-ground evidence of its safety and power to halt the horror of Ebola here: http://TinyURL.com/DontStopNanoSilver.

6. Send This Ebook Call To Action To At least 10 people NOW and post it on Facebook, share it on Twitter, etc. [The permalink to this message is: http://drrimatruthreports.com/?p=21662 ] Include the link to Dr. Rima's special viral video in your sharing, http://youtu.be/Tuin5kHoeHM. Remember, only an avalanche of public demand moves these agencies. We ARE the avalanche!
7. Gift the Person You Most Want to Protect With at Least One Bottle of Nano Silver here: [http://Donate.DrRimaTruth.com](http://Donate.DrRimaTruth.com). Consider Nano Silver Gel and lozenges for sanitizing and protecting yourself and those you care most about.

8. Help Us Use the Social Media To Spread Freedom. Like us at [www.Facebook.com/NaturalSolutionsFoundation](http://www.Facebook.com/NaturalSolutionsFoundation), follow us @HealthFreedomUS and @DrRimaLaibow. Share us with your friends since we use these instant communications systems to put out massive breaking news and information.


The vicious neo-Nazi, neo-Commie and Islamofascist terrorists who so horrify us are, in the bigger scheme of WW III, just puppets, cannon-fodder and useful idiots for the globalist elite and their depopulation agenda. But their impact on the unwarned, the unaware and the unprepared will be – is already – nothing short of massively destructive.

Yours in health and freedom,

**General Bert**

Maj. Gen. Albert N. Stubblebine III  
(US Army Ret)  
President, Natural Solutions Foundation

* [http://tinyurl.com/USGridThreat](http://tinyurl.com/USGridThreat)
PART TWO
The Great Culling Has Begun: Vaccine-Driven Mega-Death
Share this Message Using This Link: http://tinyurl.com/GreatCulling

1. Tell Decision Makers "No Forced Vaccines!"
   http://TinyURL.com/vaccinationISviolation
2. Protect Informed Consent
   http://TinyURL.com/InformedConsentPetition

As the US Army's top strategic intelligence Commanding Officer when the Soviet Union went into a state of collapse, I was privy to precisely how a powerful empire can destroy itself through short-sighted policies.

I regret to tell you that today I see a similar process playing out in the United States. Ultimately, aggressive economic policies, the economics of shortsightedness and selective demographics took down the USSR. And that is precisely what is happening in the United States. Recently, I wrote that World War III had begun and we, you and I, were its target.

There I commented,

"The Third World War has begun. It is, like the Cold War, a war waged mostly by covert means. As a former intelligence officer, it is the type of war I know best: I can clearly see it being initiated.

And I noted,

"...before the Jade Helm training exercise was generally publicly known... as part of the final planning and preparation for Martial Law in America... the Northern Command was preparing for full North American military, economic and political integration..."

I went on to describe the battle fronts in this war: the Weather War, the Genome War, the War Against Health with its weaponized vaccines and diseases along with the War on Food through chemicals and GMOs, Geo-engineering, plus, of course, the never-ending stream
of radiation leaking from aging, accidentally or intentionally compromised, stricken reactors.

**MALIGNANT OSCILLATIONS**

"A confluence of deadly technologies is pushing the world into a catastrophe... The 'perfect storm' of mega death." General Bert

http://drimatruhtreports.com/malignant-oscillations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>UK Confirmed Measles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1996</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1997</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

UK Confirmed Measles (1996 - 2013) http://www.cvg.co.uk/measles

**Your Genes: The Target of the Attack**

Let me explain: although they look like different things, each of the items listed above are really being used as if they were all the same: each is being deployed as a Genetic Weapon of Mass Destruction. Each of the methods of the genetic war being waged against you damages you by damaging your genetic material. The weapons are very dissimilar externally but they all operate in remarkably similar and strongly super-additive ways. Rima Laibow, MD, Medical Director of the Natural Solutions Foundation, has identified the acute and chronic diseases arising from this combination of continuing assaults as "Genome Disruption Syndrome" or GDS. For more information, please visit www.GDStherapy.com.

To counter them and their not-so “soft-kill” weapons it is essential to ask what are the real War Objectives of these aggressors, the globalist elite, and their international and national agencies? And to understand what they hope to gain.

*Short term, certainly, money and control.* Witness the $380,000,000 in extra Measles Vaccine sales gained by Merck from the media-frenzied panic after the California measles outbreak earlier this year. Big Pharma’s measly $2,000,000 to Senator-Doctor Richard (SB277) Pan was well spent.

That’s not the primary goal, though trapping us into being life-long (or rather, life-short) customers for Big Pharma is icing on the cake for them.

**The real War Objectives are nothing less than Total Control through mass world**
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depopulation and mega-death, which has always been both the aim and method of warfare.

The intended outcome of this war is what we have been informed is referred to by these elite as "The Great Culling" – the depopulationist elite's explicit, generations in development and well-articulated plan to reduce the human population to a half billion people, roughly what it was before the modern era. Yes, the elite intend to return to the pre-industrial feudal world where, except for the elite, life was brutish and short. Their explicit aim is to become, as they put it, to usher in a Neuo Feudal Order with themselves as the Neo-Aristocrats.

Where does that leave you and me? Either depopulated (i.e., dead) or as Neo-Serfs.

Dr. Rima describes her experience with a Head of State who casually and calmly shared the plan for The Great Culling to her when the Head of State was her patient back in 2002. Watch here: https://youtu.be/_gWmVtn5JsA for Dr. Rima’s detailed description of that conversation.

Right now the tip of the spear, the opening gambit in the final play for power, has begun, and its primary weapon is World-Wide Forced Vaccination, driven by a world-wide fear campaign and a world-wide mandated vaccination campaign born out of the generation of fear. If it succeeds – if we allow it to succeed - or if the population has already been sufficiently weakened by the genomicidal technologies, those who are not forewarned will experience accelerating death rates, rapidly declining fertility and collapsing health levels. It’s already happening.

We exposed that threat during a sixteen hour Talk Radio Vaccine Truth Marathon on May 1, 2015; available as our gift: http://tinyurl.com/MaydayMarathon.

Make sure you enter your email info when you visit the site so we can send you the link to the remarkable Vaccine Truth Resource Ebook we have created from this ground-breaking Vaccine Truth Marathon. This is our gift and it is provided without cost to you for full and unrestricted download.

Science is Never Settled. Religion is Settled

How many times have you read and heard that the vaccine science is settled? It is not settled. What is clear, however, is that the preponderance of independent science is settled AGAINST vaccines showing that they are neither safe, nor effective, although they are required to be so before they can be deployed under US law.

Nonetheless, we constantly hear, like a recurring drum beat, that vaccine "science is settled" and that all debate should cease. In fact, that all debate should be muzzled and
censored out of the public space.

The truth is that, in fact, the "science is settled" (as much as any science can be, given that it is the very essence of real science to Unsettle previously held understanding and conclusions by finding new and presumably better ways to see and understand the real world) since vaccines are, as the US Supreme Court put it in a landmark opinion, "unavoidably unsafe."

The truth is that the science is clear: vaccines do not prevent disease; vaccines did not end either endemic or pandemic diseases (sanitation, nutrition, clean water and hygiene did).

http://tinyurl.com/InformedConsentPetition

Vaccination is an unavoidably unsafe uninsurable risk with frequent and predictable adverse reactions that include autism, infertility, cancer, MS, autoimmune diseases, encephalitis and death according to the CDC and FDA. See Dr. Rima's decisive study which she presented as an invited scientific paper presented at the First All India People’s Congress on Medical Education, Mangalore. Karnataka, India on the topic: http://TinyURL.com/DrRimaIndiaPaper

You see, vaccination achieves several of the interlocked goals of The Great Culling (and the Millenium Objectives of the United Nations) at the same time:

Depopulation by
1. Inducing illnesses thereby killing or shortening the lifespan of a large number of people
2. Causing mass infertility/sterility
3. Creating persons of limited ability unlikely to reproduce

Let's look at the deployment and impact of some of these genetic weapons against humanity:

The actual number of vaccine-related deaths and serious injuries is significantly greater than the absolutely unreliable crony-tainted public “health” authorities would have us believe. Consider
that hundreds of children in the USA died from the measles vaccine during the past ten years; years - a decade in which there were ZERO measles deaths in the USA.

In addition to outright deaths, a much larger group of victims are maimed for life, and die sooner than they might have, after years or decades of suffering and expensive medical interventions. They carry diagnoses like “autism”, diabetes, infertility, cancer, asthma, eczema, hyperactivity, autoimmune disease and more. Much, much more.

Here is a rare area where the science really is settled: the more infant and childhood vaccines required by a government, the higher the infant and childhood mortality in that country and, indeed, the higher the percentage of chronically ill people.

The following graph comes directly from the United States government’s own statistics and publication:

![Comparison: Vaccines and Infant Death](http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3170675/)

For more graphs and statistics on this issue, see: [http://drrimatruthreports.com/pro-vaxx-statistics-lie/](http://drrimatruthreports.com/pro-vaxx-statistics-lie/)
Mass infertility is a serious and growing problem, exposed in such countries as the Philippines and Kenya, where mass vaccination programs have been shown to be linked to mass infertility because of the composition of specific vaccines which appear designed specifically to produce infertility, sterility and miscarriages. In the modern industrial countries fewer and fewer women are capable of becoming pregnant without medical intervention while male sperm count and quality continue to decline at staggering rates.

In fact, the High Court of the Philippines found the World Health Organization of genocide in 1994 because they used vaccines specifically designed to produce irreversible infertility and sterility in at least 3 million Filipinos.

The same hormone-laced vaccines has been found on laboratory examination many times in India, Guatemala, Kenya, Ghana, Brazil and a host of other “third world” countries. The latest was the discovery of hormone-tainted “Polio vaccine” in Kenya just months after hormone-tainted infertility “Tetanus vaccine” was found by scientists in that same country.

Once injected, the woman who receives this vaccine can never again bear a live child because her body has been “taught” to make antibodies against an essential hormone of pregnancy.

The toxins that assault our children, from many sources, but especially from the increasing number of infant and childhood vaccinations, are clearly a source of the true epidemic of autism and pediatric cancers sweeping the industrialized world.

A medical science not tainted by crony corporatist and bureaucratic interests would seek to understand why there has been an over 10,000 percent increase in diagnosis of autism spectrum children. It is not just better reporting. Something real is happening and with some experts predicting that one half of all American children will be "on the spectrum" by 2020, any sane society would be asking "Why?", “What steps do we need to take to stop it?” and in any free society, the people would be demanding an answer. The "fine-tuning" of the vaccine schedule, as Dr. Paul G. King, PhD, put it, is producing the perfect worker drones for the new world order. They are docile, dependent, adapted to repetitive tasks, do not have the social skills to form unions, and do not reproduce. And, best of all, they can be paid very, very low wages since, like serfs, as disabled workers they work for virtually no money and have virtually no rights.

Microsoft, Vodaphone, SPA, Goldman Sachs and other multinational corporations all vie for these vaccine-shaped high functioning autistic workers preferentially. Lord Larry Friend, addressing the British Parliament, calls autistic workers the perfect employee.

By our silence and inattention to this issue we are docilely allowing the callous maliciousness and hubris of the ruling elite to threaten the very survival of our species as a viable. Independently-reproducing species living on a habitable planet.

What is to be done? The detailed answer to that question is for my next essay in this series, An Elite at War with the World - Part 3 - The End Game.
In the meantime, there are actions you can, should, indeed, MUST take. Now.

- **Your generous donations to Natural Solutions Foundation are essential to keep up the fight for your health and your freedom!** [http://drrimatruthreports.com/action/donate/](http://drrimatruthreports.com/action/donate/)

- **Use your "freedom mouse" to easily tell decision makers, "No!" to forced vaccination:** [http://tinyurl.com/vaccinationISviolation](http://tinyurl.com/vaccinationISviolation)

- **Visit our ecommerce site to support your health and your health freedom** at the same time at [http://Donate.DrRimaTruth.com](http://Donate.DrRimaTruth.com) for CBD products and Nano Silver 10 PPM (check or money order only) and [www.NSFMarketplace.com](http://www.NSFMarketplace.com) for Nano Silver 10 PPM and other items for your well-being and that of our Foundation (credit card or e-check).

- **Join with us in spreading the message through the social media:**
  - Like us on Facebook, [https://www.facebook.com/NaturalSolutionsFoundation](https://www.facebook.com/NaturalSolutionsFoundation)
  - Get the Free smart phone / PAD App: [http://tinyurl.com/HealthFreedomApp](http://tinyurl.com/HealthFreedomApp)
  - Follow our YouTube channel: [www.YouTube.com/NaturalSolutions](http://www.YouTube.com/NaturalSolutions)
  - Follow our Twitter feeds: @HealthFreedomUS and @DrRimaLaibow

- **Forward our Action Items, Blogs, Blasts and Alerts and Podcasts** to your Network of Influence to spread the word and make it resonate in the halls of truth!


Yes, the dastardly Great Culling has begun, but you and your family do not have to be victims.

Yours in health and freedom,

**General Bert**

Maj. Gen. Albert N. Stubblebine III
(US Army Ret)
President, Natural Solutions Foundation

How Induced Autism Serves the Global Elites
http://tinyurl.com/AutismInsideJob

Children intentionally injected with toxins that result in Autism Spectrum...

Huxley: Brave New World
"Till at last the child's mind is these suggestions, and the sum of the suggestions is the child's mind. And not the child's mind only. The adult's mind too— all his life long. ... The Director almost shouted in his triumph. "Suggestions from the State." He banged the nearest table.

Lord David Freud, House of Lords, spoke on March 20, 2012, "...it makes good business sense to employ people who are reliable, punctual and loyal; people who have good attention to detail and concentration levels..."

The Guardian: Goldman Sachs says "Autistic workers: loyal, talented ..." The "perfect" Delta Workers!

Expanded eBook NOW Available: 3.5 Hrs Video & 126 Pages of Info!

Our Thanks to Christine England for Developing "The England Hypothesis."
First California and now New York are moving forward rapidly to remove all vaccine exemptions and criminalize non-vaccination. In Congress, meanwhile, the House quickly adopted Big-Pharma friendly HR-6 which threatens our basic human Right to Informed Consent, the underlying basis for our vaccine religious and philosophical conscientious objections. These attacks on our rights violate both the Constitution and international law.

The governments of the United States have, thus, declared war against the people. And the first casualties of that war are the children, but those who make war on our children are waging war on adults too. The same Pharma-bought State Senator in California who brought SB277 rapidly through the legislature now has introduced SB 972 targeting adults working in child day care, and he threatens a bill mandating vaccines for every workplace and school.

In fact, the next stage of the assault is to mandate adult vaccine schedules. Then we WILL start seeing adult autism, previously unknown as a new onset disease. But the rates will increase rapidly, I predict, as the widespread collapse of adult immune systems follow that of the pediatric ones currently so painfully common and tragically obvious to all but bought-and-paid-for politicians, thoroughly tainted public health shills and willfully intentionally blind pediatricians.

As this war against us escalates we need to redouble our efforts. Will you stand with me and with the Natural Solutions Foundation to end the war on health and freedom -- with victory?

Let's start with the Battle Plan: it has Ten Steps and you need to take them all, over and over again.
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Battle Plan

1. **Take Action** here [http://TinyURL.com/VaccinationISViolation](http://TinyURL.com/VaccinationISViolation) to tell decision makers you oppose vaccine mandates. Do this for every member of your family. You’ve just done it? Great! Do it every day once for each member of your family!

2. **Take Action** here [http://TinyURL.com/InformedConsentPetition](http://TinyURL.com/InformedConsentPetition) to compel FDA to honor US and International law protecting our Right to Informed Consent. Do this daily for every member of your family, too.

3. **Like us** on Facebook -- [www.Facebook.com/NaturalSolutionsFoundation](http://www.Facebook.com/NaturalSolutionsFoundation) and share this link widely.

4. **Follow us** @DrRimaLaibow and @HealthFreedomUS. Share those widely, too.

5. **Share this blog and the Action links** above with as many people as you can. This blog’s link is: [http://drrimatruthreports.com/?p=24872](http://drrimatruthreports.com/?p=24872)

6. **Urge people to enter their email** info at [http://TinyURL.com/MayDayMarathon](http://TinyURL.com/MayDayMarathon). They'll be able to download the 16 hour Vaccine Truth eBook and receive our Newsletter without cost.

7. **Share this post** and these links with even more people by forwarding this to all your circles of influence.

8. **Download the Health Freedom App** to your smart phone or PAD. From your device, go to the App Store and search healthfreedom (one word, no spaces). Download the App so you can easily have access to our information from your device so we can send you urgent Push Notices when needed; communications are at the heart of any Battle Plan. It would appear that the interferers are not listening to, or impeding, push notices – yet!

9. **Contribute now.** We need resources to wage war... and to create peace.... We need several thousand dollars per week just to keep web sites, email system, communications system and staff going. I would like to personally urge you to become a Sustaining Health Freedom Advocate by signing up for a regular monthly donation here, [http://drrimatruthreports.com/action/donate/](http://drrimatruthreports.com/action/donate/) allowing us to plan in advance. Good war planning leads to triumphant battles. After all, this is your battle and your family’s. Build the war chest here: [http://drrimatruthreports.com/action/donate/](http://drrimatruthreports.com/action/donate/)

10. **Get your Advance Vaccine Directive** -- the wallet card that says "I do not consent!" - [http://drrimatruthreports.com/advancevaccinedirective/](http://drrimatruthreports.com/advancevaccinedirective/) The Supreme Court of the United States has given us clear instructions: Assert your Informed Consent Rights or you will be assumed to have waived – that is, surrendered – them. Once a vaccine is injected, there is no turning back the damage it can inflict.

Look, this is a real war emergency in a war being waged by our own government and its crony corporate masters against all of us, its constituents, citizens and its real masters. I know some of you out there don't like that idea: "war" -- but what do you call it when innocents are dying and being maimed by the millions to serve some secret agenda of our shadowy would-be masters?

What would you call it when your government knew about the SV 40 cancer virus-tainted polio vaccines but allowed 98,000,000 Americans (and another 200 million others) receive it anyway
accounting for huge numbers of pediatric and adult cancers and literally incomprehensible levels of suffering, death and profit?

What do you call it when over 100,000 black male children are, preferentially, made autistic by the MMR vaccine... and the government knew about this horror for ten years, intentionally suppressing and destroying the evidence that the MMR vaccine schedule was causing this slaughter of the [brains and lives] of innocents, but has intentionally lied about it, engaging in a cover-up of absolutely epic proportions?

What do you do in an emergency? Spring into action to save lives or put out the fire, right?

Well, we have a major (and life threatening) political emergency: the push to take away our health freedom through mandated vaccines.

Look, I am not going to debate vaccines with you right now. Maybe you believe in them, maybe you don’t.

But I am pretty sure that you believe that you own your own body and that no one has the right to force a treatment on you that you do not want to have. If you believe that is a basic and fundamental human right, then you are totally correct. And if you understand that right is protected not only by US law, but by international law through treaties which actually override US law, you are right again. Choosing what treatments to accept or reject is your fundamental and basic, legally protected human right.

This right, however, is exactly what is at stake. As I see it, it is, quite clearly, a declaration of war to demand that we turn the decision making of our own bodies over to the corporate state regardless of what those decisions might mean to us personally.

This declaration of war strikes at our liberty AND at our lives. Nothing less.

Yours in health and freedom,

General Bert
Maj. Gen. Albert N. Stubblebine III
(US Army Ret)
President, Natural Solutions Foundation

Original Online Postings
Part 1 – World War Three Has Begun
http://drrimatruthreports.com/general-bert-world-war-iii-has-begun/

Part 2 - The Great Culling Has Begun
http://drrimatruthreports.com/the-great-culling-has-begun/

Part 3 - The End Game Battle Plan
http://drrimatruthreports.com/?p=24872